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Level Two Writes
Purposes: To give practice writing in a situation with more time
Process: These are better as homework assignments
•
•
•

Letters: to you, responding to lessons or reflecting on learning, or to others in the
class, explaining a concept
Explaining proverbs: responding to proverbs, what they mean and how them
apply to life experiences of students
Writing that may be used, after revision, in a Level Three writing
o Defining, using examples as support
• Define a characteristic such as courage, compassion, heroism
• Define what it means to be a citizen of China (autobiography)
• Define a technical term for a specific audience (magazine)
Define a cultural tradition for tourists (brochure)
o Explaining how to do something
Explain how to do something you’re good at (autobiography)
• Explain how to get somewhere for tourists (brochure)
• Explain how something works for a specific audience (magazine)
o Description, using sensory details (see Place of Sorrows)
• Describe your favorite childhood place (autobiography)
• Describe a place important to your family (autobiography)
• Describe a place tourists might want to visit (brochure)
o Narration, using chronology and detail (see Eclipse)
• Tell a story about a funny thing that happened to you as a child
(autobiography)
• Tell a folk tale that would be of interest to tourists (brochure)
• Tell how something was invented (magazine)
o Cause and Effect, using transitions to show connections and flow
• Tell about a decision you made and the consequences of it
(autobiography)
Tell about an historical event and its consequences evident today in
China (brochure)
• Tell about the effects of an invention or tool (magazine)
o ComparisonlContrast, using transitions to show connections and flow
Compare yourself to a best friend or sibling (autobiography)
• Compare two different places that tourists might visit (brochure)
• Compare the effects of two different procedures (magazine)
o Take a stand or defend an opinion, using evidence as support (see Man in
the Water)
• Take a stand on a current event and explain your opinion and why
you have that opinion

Grading? Six Traits: Choose 1-3 traits per assignment. Give criteria to students ahead
of time and the value of points. Then comment only on the aspects you wanted
writing to focus on, for example, using transitions, clarity, use of details or evidence
as support, interesting introduction, etc.

Proverbs from around the Worid
The first day you meet, you are friends. The next day you meet, you are brothers.
Afghan proverb

—

Those whose palm-kernels were cracked for them by a benevolent spirit should not forget
to be humble. Chinese proverb
—

A coral reef strengthens into land.

—

Hawaiian proverb

Those who are choosy often pick the worst.

—

Ilocano proverb (Philippines)

Experience is the comb that nature gives us when we are bald.
A stranger nearby is better than a far-away relative.

—

Belgian proverb

Korean proverb

—

Don’t think there are no crocodiles because the water is calm.

—

Malayan proverb

Everyone is kneaded out of the same dough, but not baked in the same oven.
proverb
In a battle between elephants, the ants get squashed.

—

In a court of fowls, the cockroach never wins his case.

—

Yiddish

Thai proverb
—

Rwandan proverb

Little by little, the camel goes into the couscous. Moroccan proverb
To attract good fortune, spend a new coin on an old friend, share an old pleasure with a
new friend, and lift up the heart of a true friend by writing his name on the wings of a
dragon. Chinese proverb
—

When a dove begins to associate with crows its feathers remain white but its heart grows
black. German proverb
—

The worse the passage the more welcome the port.

—

English proverb

NARRATION
This is telling a story.
Topic Sentence: States your topic and your viewpoint or overall
impression (the most
wonderful time, the messiest time, my most frustrating experience, my
most
embarrassing thing)
Supporting details answer these questions: HOW, WHEN, WHERE,
WHY, WHO, and

WHAT

Use specific nouns and adjectives and verbs to give the story color
All the supporting details must be in chronological or logical order
PROCESS ANALYSIS
This tellä how soniethifijis made or done. It is like instructions
Topic sentence: States your topic and why the reader should
understand the process
(why make foul shots, why celebrate moon day)
Supporting details are the steps arranged in chronological order. These
steps need to tell
the reader ROW to do the steps NOT just what to do.
If it is important, tell the reader what NOT to do.
COMPARISON A1’~D CONTRAST Tèll~ hpw t*o things are similar
OR different OR both
Topic sentence:, States the topic and tells how you feel about the
two items, whether
you thrnk they aie the samebr different and why it is important to
know
Supporting details explain hàw things are similar or different. This
can be done point by
pointer subject by subject. If ii.is subject by subject then the
points should be
made for both thing~ in the same sequence. You must treat the same
points
with both subjects.
Use transition words: similarly, in the same way, however, on the
other hand, in contrast
Avoid obvious comparisons
CAUSE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS Tells why something
happened (CAUSE) OR the
results of an event (EFFECT)
Topic Sentence: States your topic and explains whether you are
treating the causes or the
effects of your subject OR both.
Supporting details. Each time you mention a cause or effect
you should view it as a
general statement. Follow it up with a specific statement. See
page 124.
Use transition words to show one thing is the result of another:
thus, then, as a result
•

PERSUASiVE
This is like a debate. You are trying to win an argument. You
need to be
aware of your position and the arguments for the opposite
position.
Topic sentence: States the topic and how you feel about the topic.
Supporting details. Make a list of all the arguments for your
position and all the
arguthents for the opposite position. Then pick out the THREE best
points for
your position and discuss themstarting with the least’importarn
of the three and
ending with the biggest and best.reason. ~Give:a specific example
for each of your
arguments
Avoid “absolute” words: all, never, everyone etc.
Use transition words that build your argument step by step: more
important, most
important even better, best,
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of summers ago I was walking
along the edge of the island to see what I
~cOuple
could see in th~ water, and mainly to scare
~ftogs. Frogs have an inelegant way of taking off
torn Invisible positions on the bank just ahead of
~_Your feet, in dire panic, emitting a froggy “Yike!”
~~3nd Splashing into the water. Incredibly, this
me, and, incredibly, it amuses me still. As
along the grassy edge of. the island, I got

out
better and better at seeing frogs both in and
down,
slowing
recognize,
to
of the water. I learned
from
the difference in texture of the light reflected
flying
were
mudbank, water, grass, or frog. Frogs
noticed
all around me. At the end of the island I
and
half
in
half
a small greenfrog. He was exactly
diagram
out of the water, looking like a schematic
of an amphibian, and he didn’t jump.
knelt
He didn’t jump; 1 crept closer. At last I

ft.
~1

The Giant Water Bug
on the island’s winter-killed grass, lost, dumb’
struck, staring at the frog in the creek just four
feei away. He was a very small frog with wide,
dull eyes. And just as I looked at him, he slowly
crumpled and began to sag. The spirit vanished
from his eyes as if snuffed. His skin emptied and
drooped; his very skull seemed to collapse and
settle like a kicked tent. He was shrinking before
my eyes like a deflating football. I watched the
taut, glistening skin on his shoulders ruck and
rumple and fall, Soon, part of his skin, formless
as a pricked balloon, lay in floating folds like
bright scum on top of the water: it was a mon
strous and terrifying thing. 1 gaped bewildered
appalled. An oval shadow hung in the water be
hind the drained frog; then the shadow glided
away. The frog skin bag started to sink.
~,,n
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seen one. “Giant water hug” is really ~he fla~~
of the creature, which is an enormous~ heavy~
bodied brown beetle, it cats insects. tadpoj~~:
fish, and frogs. its grasping forelegs are rnightyi~
and hooked inward, it seizes a victim with
legs, hugs it tight. and paralyzes it with enzy~~5injected during a vicious bite. That one bite ~
only bite it ever takes. Through the puncture sh~t
the poisons that dissolve the victim’s muscles’and
bones and organs—all but the skin—and through
it the giant water bug sucks out the victim’s bor~~.
reduced to a juice. This event is quite com.rn(
warm fresh water. The frog I saw was bein~j
sucked by a giant water bug. I had been kneeling
on the island grass; v.’hen the unrecognizable flap
of frog skin settled on the creek bottom, swaYing
I stood up and brushed the knees of my pants. i
rniildn’i r.aich my breath.
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Place of Sorrows
CHARLES KURALT

t.

;zI~

This is about a place where the
wind blows and the grass grows and a river
flows below a hill. Nothing is here but the
wind and the grass and the river. But of all
the places in America, this is the saddest
place I know.
The Indians’ called the river the Greasy
Grass, White men called it the Little Big
Horn. From a gap in the mountains to the
east, Brevet Major General George A. Cus
ter’s proud Seventh Cavalry came riding,
early in the morning of June 25, 1876, rid
ing toward the Little Big Horn.
Custer sent one battalion, under Major
Marcus Reno, across the river to attack
what he thought might be a small village of
hostile Sioux. His own battalion he gal
loped behind the ridges to ride down on
the village from the rear. When at last Cus
ter brought his two hundred and thirty
one troops to the top of a hill and looked
down toward the river, what he saw was an
encampment of fifteen thousand Indians
Stretching for two and a half miles, the

FotCusier and his men,z&e:Lit
tie B(g Horn was a place of sor
rows. Read to discover why this
hill came to be a place of sorrows
for the victoria us Sioux and Chey
ennes as well.

largest assembly of Indians the plains had
ever known—and a thousand mounted
warriors coming straight for him.
Reno’s men, meantime, ‘had been
turned, routed, chased kross the river,
joined by the rest of the regiment, sur
rounded, and now were dying~ defending
a nameless brown hill.
In a low, protected swale in the middle
of their narrowing circle, the one surviving
doctor improvised a field hospital and did
what he could for the wounded, The grass
covers the place now and grows in the shal
low rifle trenches above, which were dug
that day by knives and tin cups and
fingernails.
Two friends in H Company, Private
Charles Windolph and Private Julian Jones,
fought up here, side by side, all that day
1. Indians—Term commonly used for native peoples
in North and South America; now referred to as
Native Americans. The misuse of the term Indian
began with Columbus, who thought he had
reached India when he landed in the Americas.
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and stayed awake all that night, ia&i~g~
both of them seal-ed, Charles Windolph
said: “The next morning when the firing
commenced, I said to Julian, ‘We’d better
get our coats off.’ He didn’t move. I looked
at him. He was shot through the heart.”
Charles Windoiph won the Congressional
Medal of Honor up here, survived, lived to
be ninety-eight. He didn’t die until 19~O,
And never a day passed in all those years
that he didn’t think of Julian Jones.
And Custer’s men, four miles away?
There are stones in the grass that tell the
story of Custer’s men. The stones all say
the same things: “U.S. soldier, Seventh
Cavalry, fell here, June 25, 1876.”
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The wgrriats pf .Shring Lvii, nnda the
great Chief Gall, struck Custer first and
divided his troops. Two Moon and the
northern Cheyenne struck him next. And
when he tried to gain a hilltop with the last
remnants of his command, Crazy Horse
rode over that hill with hundreds of war
riors and right through his battalion.
The Indians who were there later agreed
on two things; that Custer and his men
fought with exceeding bravery; and that
after half an hour, not one of them was
alive.
The Army came back that winter—of
course, the Army came back—and broke
the Sioux and the Cheyenne and forced

unknown soldiers who fought with Custer at Little Big Horn.
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,,~D~d*m back to the starvation of the reserva
and, in time, murdered more old war
~i’~xs and women and children on the Pine
~-Ridge Reservation than Custer lost young
I~E~xn in battle here.
That’s why this is the saddest place. For
•~!3~tCuster and the Seventh Cavalry, courage
~~odv led to defeat. For Crazy Horse and the
Sioux. victory only led to Wounded Knee.2
rn-.

.
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.

Come here sometime, and you’ll see.
There is melancholy in the wind and sor
row in the grass, and the river weeps.

2. ‘Wounded Knee—’Wounded Knee Creek, South Da
kota. \‘‘as the scene of the final battle in 1890 be
tween the ~~‘hites and the Sioux. The white soldiers
killed n”o hundred Sioux taco, women, and
children.

A PRESENT FOR Po~o
Elizabeth Wong

Elizabeth Wong was born in Los Angeles, Calif5mm, in 1958, the daugh
ter of Chinese immigrants. Before receiving an M.EA. from New York
University in 1991, she worked as a newspaperjournalist and television re
potter in several Califirnia cities. Since then, she has written three plays—.Letters to a Student Revolutionary (1991), Kimchee and Chitlins
(1992), and China Doll ~992,)—and a monthly Op-Ed column for the
Los Angeles Times; she also writesfor television.
In an interview about her writing published in Unbroken Thread:
An Anthology of Plays by Asian American Women (1993), Wong com
mented on her on ginal feelings about being raised in Chinatown: “I didn’t
want to have anything to do with all these people who talked with accents,
I didn’t
who didn’t read the things that I read or see the movies I saw
warn
‘t until
continued,
“It
people.
“She
with
these
have anything in common
This
essay
way
am.”
myself
the
I
began
to
like
I became a playwright that I
1992.
Decembe~
column
in
Op-Ed
Times
first appeared as a Los Angeles

BEFORE READING
Connecting: What memories or associations come immediately to
mind when you think about one of your parents or grandparents?
Anticipating: Wong is writing about her memories of her maternal
grandmother. Out of the many memories that she has, why might she
select the ones that she does? How does each included detail affect
our sense of Popo?
When my Popo opened a Christmas gift, she would shake it, smell it,
listen to it. She would size it up. She would open it nimbly, with all
enthusiasm and delight, and even though the mittens were ugly or the
blouse too small or the card obviously homemade, she would coo
over it as if it were the baby Jesus.
Despite that, buying a gift for my grandmother was always
problematic. Being in her late SOs, Popo didn’t seem to need any
more sweaters or handhags. No books certainly, as she only knew six

words of English. Eksmetius might be a good idea, for she was just a
wee bit vain.
3
But ultimately, nothing worked. “No place to put anything any
way,” she used to tell me in Chinese. For in the last few years of her
life, Popo had a bed in a room in a house in San Gabriel owned by one
of her sons. All her belongings, her money, her very life was now co
opted and controlled by her sons and their wives. Popo’s daughters
had little power in this matter. This was a traditional Chinese family.
4
For you see, Popo had begun to forget things. Ask her about
something that happened 20 years ago, and she could recount the de
tails in the heartbeat of a New York minute. But it was those niggling
little everyday matters that became so troubling. She would forget to
•
take her heart medicine. She would forget where she put her hand•
bag. She would forget she talked to you just moments before. She
would count the few dollars in her billfold, over and over again. She
would ask me for the millionth time, “So when are you going to get
married?” For her own good, the family decided she should give up
her beloved one-room Chinatown flat. Popo herself recognized she
might be a danger to herself, “I think your grandmother is going
crazy,” she would say.
s
That little fiat was a bothersome place, but Popo loved it. Her
window had a view of several import-export shops below, not to men
don the grotesque plastic hanging lanterns and that nasty loud
speaker serenading tourists with 18 hours of top-40 popular hits.
o
My brother ‘Will and I used to stand under her balcony on Mei
Ling Way, shouting up, “Grandmother on the Third Floor! Grand
mother on the Third Floor!” Simultaneously, the wrinkled faces of a
half-dozen grannies would peek cautiously out their windows. Popo
would come to the balcony and proudly claim us: “These are my
grandchildren coming to take me to dim sum.” Her neighbors would
cluck and sigh, “You have such good grandchildren. Not like mine.”
7
In that cramped room of Popo’s, I could see past Christmas
presents. A full-wall collage of family photos that my mother and I
made together and presented one year with lots of fanfare. Popo had
attached additional snapshots by way of paper clips and Scotch tape.
And there, on the window sill, a little terrarium to which Popo had
tied a small red ribbon. “For good luck,” as she gleefully pointed out
the sprouting buds. “See, it’s having babies.”
8
Also, there were the utility shelves on the wall, groaning from a
wide assortment of junk, stuff and whatnot. Popo was fond of sal
vaging discarded things. After my brother had installed the shelving,
•
she did a little jig, then took a whisk broom and lightly swept away
any naughty spirits that might be lurking on the walls. “Shoo, shoo,

shoo, away with you, Ivlischievous Ones!” That apartment was her in
dependence, and her pioneer spirit was every-where in it.
Popo was my mother’s mother, but she was also a second
mother to me. Her death was a great blow. The last time I saw her
was Christmas, 1990, when she looked hale and hearty. I thought she
would live forever. Last October, at 91, she had her final heart attack.
The next dine I saw her, it was at her funeral.
An open casket, and there she was, with a shiny new penny
poised between her lips, a silenced warrior woman. Her sons and

daughters placed colorful pieces of cloth in her casket. They burned
incense and paper money. A small marching band led a New Orleanslike procession through the streets of Chinatown. Popo’s picture,
larger than life, in a flatbed truck to survey the world of her adopted
country.
This little 4-foot, 9-inch woman had been the glue of our fam
ily. She wasn’t perfect, she wasn’t always even nice, but she learned
from her mistakes, and, ultimately, she forgave herself for being
human. It is a lesson of forgiveness that seems to have eluded her own
sons and daughters.
And now she is gone. And with her—the tenuous, cohesive des of
blood and duty that bound us to family. My mother predicted that once
the distribution of what was left of Popo~ estate took place, no further
words would be exchanged between Popo’s children. She was right.
But this year, six of the 27 grandchildren and two of the 18
great-grandchildren came together for a holiday feast of honey-baked
ham and mashed potatoes. Not a gigantic family reunion. But I think,
for now, it’s the one yuletide present my grandmother might have
truly enjoyed.
Merry Christmas, Popo!
QUESTIONS ON SUBJECT AI’~D PURPOSE
1. What is the “occasion” for ‘~.‘Vong to write about her grand
mother? ~.‘Vhat prompted the essay?
2. Why might Wong have chosen to write about the death of her
grandmother? What might have been her motives?
3. Why would be a reader be interested in a tribute to someone
else’s grandmother?

QUESTIONS ON STRATEGY AN]) AUDIENCE
1. How does the idea of a “present” uni~’ the essay?

further words would be exchanged
between Popo’s children” (paragraph
12). Those who gather for the family
reunion are Popo’s grandchildren,
not her children.

9

TEACHING STRATEGY
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II

12

13
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

dim sum (dim’ tsoom’): a light meal of
One way to begin is to ask students
small dough casings which are filled
how they might go about describing
with minced meat and chopped veg
one of their grandparents. Ask them
etables, and then steamed.
to select one and then to generate a
list of details that they might use in
CLASS ACTIVITY
the description. After they have had a
few minutes to work, ask them what
Ask students to go through the essay
type of details they have chosen. For
and underline each detail that Wong
example, how many of the details
gives about Popo’s physical appear
concern physical appearance? Could
ance. How many details are there
their remaining details be classified in other than her height (paragraph 11)?
any way—that is, sorted out into
If Wong includes so few details, how
categories?
then does she “create” the “charac
From here you could move to
ter” of Popo for the reader?
the Class Activity. Why does Wong
tell us so little abowt her grandmoth
COLLABORATJVE ACT IVITY
er’s physical appearance? How else
does she “create” or reveal her char
In writing about her grandmother,
acter? What was important about
Wong selects a number of details to
Popo was not her physical appearance share with the audience. What does
but her personality. Wbng re-creates
each of the following reveal about
her grandmother by describing her
Popo? How does each help us to tan
behavior, her interests, her language.
derstand and know Popo? Divide the
Why write about Popo? In part,
class into small groups. Ask each
of course, Wong is remembering,
group to focus on one item, and then
“was
paying tribute to someone who
summarize the group’s thoughts for
(para
me”
mother
to
also a second
the class.
graph 9). But her essay is a little more
a. The Christmas gifts (paragraphs 1
complicated. For instance, what is the
and 2)
tone nf the essay? What is the locus
b. “No place to put anything any
of paragraphs 11—13? There is a great
way” (3)
deal of sadness in Wong’s essay (fo
c. The one-room fiat (4—5)
cusing on individual details as in the
d. Calling up to their grandmother
Collaborative Activity will bring this
on the third floor (6)
out)—not just about her grand
e. The objects in her one-room
mother, but also about the disintegra
apartment (7—8)
tion of her family. Wong notes that
f. Herfuneral(lO)
her mother had predicted that “no

LINICS TO WRITING
Wong uses a number of sentence
fragments in the essay (paragraph5
6,7,12, and 13). Ask students to I
cate each fragment, give a reason’
Wong might have used it, rewrite
each as a complete sentence, and
evaluate the effectiveness of the
change.
LINKS TO WRITING
Paragraph 4 is a good one for clan
discussion of how paragraphs are
structured. Of particular interest a
the topic sentence, the details pre
sented in parallel structures, and tl
conclusion.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:
SUBJECT AND PURPOSE
1. The essay was written at Chrisi
rn-as, on~ year after her grandmoth
death, after some of the family hac
small reunion.
2. In part, Wong might have writi
the essay as a way to order her exp
ence, record her grief, and pay rn1
to her grandmother. In part, it mi~
reflect her feelings about what has
happened in her family.
3. Even though Wong writes of a
specific person unknown to her re~
ers, her experiences with her gram
mother and her family are univern
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS;
STRATEGY AND AUDIENCE
1. The essay begins with Wong w
ing about how difficult it was to bu
Christmas presents for her grand
mother; it ends with a reference to
the small reunion as the one prese~
Popo might have enjoyed.
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rn Updike
usually roundish
I went out into the backyard and the
were all shaped
spots of dappled suiilight underneath the trees
left to right.
from
direction,
like feathers, crescent in the same
the birds
afternoon,
Though it was five o’clock on a summer
song
were singing good-bye to the day, and their merged
strangeness. A
seemed to soak the strange air in an additional
on the streets
moving
were
kind of silence prevailed. Few cars
come into
dared
of the town. Of my children only the baby
and as she stood
the yard with me. She wore only underpants,
the mood of
beneath a tree, bulging her bellx’ toward me in
her bare
nvo,
of
age
jolly flirtation she has grown into at the
that
mind
my
skin was awash with pale crescents. It crossed
Cancer?
she might be harmed, hut I couldn’t think how.
latitude and
I’he eclipse was to be over 90 percent in our
warning us
hcen
had
the newspapers anti television for days
and
Prometheus,
not to look at it. I looked up, a split-second
redly
lingered
sun
looked away. The bitten silhouette of the
and
my impression
ha1l~cloudy,
on my retinas. The day was
knotted hud
futious
a
had been of the sun struggling, amid
dreadful to
too
enemy
dle of black and silver clouds, with an
as time. Every
bc seen, with an cater as ghostly and hungry
shadow, as at dawn.
blade of grass cast a long bluish-brown
screen door that
kitchen
My \vife shouted from behind the
the wasteburn
well
as long as I was out there I might as
downcast, with the
pa per. She darted from the house, eyes
naked baby
wastebasket, and darted back again, leaving the
sunlight to the
and me to wander up through the strained
at the sun, the
wire trash barrel. After my forbidden peek
paper—yes
flames dancing transparently from the blackening
cracker box—
terday’s Boston Globe, a milk carton, a Hi-Ho
teeth of all the
seemed dimrne r than shadows, and in the
bunched and
seemed
warnings I looked up again. The clouds
after
burning
the
twirled as if to plug a hole in the sky, and
do\vn.
poinfed
iniage was the shape of a near-new moon, homs
in the yard under
It was gigantically unnatural, and I lingered
life I might he
the vague apprehension that in some future
seemed
assault.
this
to
called hefbre a cosmic court to testis’
hushed,
was
yard
to be the sole witness. The town arotrnd my
invisible. The feathers
all hut the singing of the birds, who were
cun’ed from right
under the trees had changed direction, and

Eclipse
Then I saw my neighbor sitting on her porch. My neigh
bor is a widow, with white hair and brown skin; she has in
her yard an aluminum-and-nylon-net chaise longue on which
she lies at every opportunity, head back, arms spread, pros
trate under the sun. Now she hunched dismally on her porch
steps in the shade, which was scarcely darker than the light.
I walked toward her and hailed her as a visitor to the moon
night salute a sun’ivor of a previous expedition. “How do
yuu like the eclipse?” I called over the fence that distin
guislied our holdings on this suddenly insubstantial and lunar
cart Ii.
“1 don’t like it,’’ she answered, shading her face with a
hand. “They say you shouldn’t go out in it.’’
“I thought it was just you shouldn’t look at it.”
“There’s something in the rays,” she explained, in a voice
far louder than it needed to be, for silence fi-amed us. “1 shut
all the windows on that side of the house and had to conic
out for some air.”
“I think it’ll pass,’’ I told her.
“Don’t let the baby look up,” she warned, and turned away
fi-oni talking to me, as if the open use of her voice exposed
her more fatally to the rays.
Superstition, I thought, walking back through my yard,
clutching my child’s hand as tightly as a good-luck token. There
was no question in her touch. Day, night, twilight, ncxin were
all wonders to her, unscheduled, free from all bondage of
prediction. The sun was being restored to itself and soon would
radiate influence as brazenly as ever—and in this sense my
daughters blind trust was vindicated. Nevertheless, I was glad
that the eclipse had passed, as it were, over her head; for in
my own life I felt a certain assurance evaporate forever under
the reality of the sun’s disgrace.

M~ WOOD
F. M. Forster

.1

TEACHING STRATEGY
Because of its structural simplicity,
Forster’s essay is a good one to use on
the first day that you discuss cause
and effect.
What are the consequences that
Forster experiences? What exactly
does he mean by each? For example,
what does he mean when he says
property makes him feel “heavy”?
Even though the structural pat
tern is very simple, several points are
interesting. For example, notice that
paragraph 2 ends by repeating its
opening almost word for word. Also,
why does Forster state his second
reason in a separate paragraph (3)
rather than include it as the topic
sentence of what is paragraph 4?
Note that he does the same thing in
paragraph 6. Achieving variety and
suggesting an ironic stance are surely
significant factors in his decision to
paragraph in this way.
The essay contains quite a few
allusions. Why? What does this sug
gest about Forster? About his sense
of his audience?
CLASS ACITVITY
Ask students to think of one thing
they or their families have owned that
has changed their behavior—a car, a
piece of property, an appliance or
electronic device, an article of jewelry
or clothing. Then, have them write
down one positive and one negative
consequence that grew out of that

Edward Morgan Forster (1 879—197Q) was born in London, England, and
earned two undergraduate degrees and a mas-ter~c degree from King~ Col
lege, Cambridge University. Re is best known as a novelist, but he also wrote
short stories, litereny critici.rm, biographies, histories, and essays. His novels,
many ofwhich have recently been made into popularfilms, include A Room
with a View (1908), Howard’s End (1910), and A Passage to India
(1924). He published two collections ofessays, Abinger Harvest (1936) and
Two Cheers for Democracy (1951).
Commenting on Forster’s essays, one critic wrote: “Through all the es
says. Forster [is] a man with an alert eye for the telling detai4 who re
sponds to what he sees, reads, and hears with emotions rangingfrom delight
to indignation, but always with intelligence and personal concern. “Fors-ter’s
eye for detail is apparent in this essayfrom Abinger Harvest Here Forster
explores the consequences ofowningproperty, noting that “Property produces
men ofweight, and it was a man ofweight who failed to get into the King
dom ofHeaven.”
.

.

BEFORE READING
Connecting: ‘What would you regard as the most important “thing”
that you own? Why is it most important to you?
Anticipating: Forster observes that owning the wood made him feel
“heavy.” In what sense does it make him feel “heavy”?

A few years ago I wrote a book which dealt in part with the difficul
ties of the English in India. Feeling that they would have had no dif
ficulties in India themselves, the Americans read the book freely. The
more they read it the better it made them feel, and a cheque to the
author was the result. I bought a wood with the cheque. It is not a
large wood—it contains scarcely any trees, and it is intersected, blast
it, by a public footpath. Still, it is the first property that I have owned,
so it is right that other people should participate in my shame, and
should ask themselves, in accents that will vary in horror, this very
important question: What is the effect of property upon the charac
ter? Don’t let’s touch economics; the effect of private ownership upon
-

Cause and Effea

the community as a whole is another question—a more important
question, perhaps, but another one. Let’s keep to psychology. If you
own things, what’s their effect on you? What’s the effect on me of my
wood?
In the first place, it makes me feel heavy. Property does have 2
of
this effect. Property produces men of weight, and it was a man
was
not
weight who failed to get into the Kingdom of Heaven. He
wicked, that unfortunate millionaire in the parable, he was only stout;
he stuck out in front, not to mention behind, and as he wedged him
self this way and that in the crystalline entrance and bruised his wellpassing
fed flanks, he saw beneath him a comparatively slim camel
through the eye of a needle and being woven into thç robe of God.
point
The Gospels all through couple stoutness and slowness. They
have
a
out what is perfectly obvious, yet seldom realized: that if you
requires
lot of things you cannot move about a lot, that furniture
stamps,
insurance
require
servants
servants,
require
dusting, dusters
you
ac
before
twice
think
you
makes
them
of
tangle
and the whole
Some
Jordan.
the
in
bathe
for
a
or
go
dinner
cept an invitation to
property
times the Gospels proceed further and say with Tolstoy that
where
here,
asceticism
of
ground
difficult
the
is sinful; they approach
on
property
effects
of
immediate
the
to
But
as
I cannot follow them.
of
men
produces
It
logic.
straightforward
people, they just show
lightning
the
like
move
definition,
by
cannot,
weight. Men of weight
from the East unto the West, and the ascent of a fourteen-stone
the
bishop into a pulpit is thus the exact antithesis of the corning of
heavy.
feel
me
Son of Man. My wood makes
3
In the second place, it makes me feel it ought to be larger.
4
first,
annoyed
at
was
it.
I
in
snap
The other day I heard a twig
the
for I thought that someone was blackberrying, and depreciating
man
not
a
was
saw
it
I
nearer,
value of the undergrowth. On coming
I felt
who had trodden on the twig and snapped it, but a bird, and
re
the
Ignoring
pleased.
equally
pleased. My bird. The bird was not
face,
of
my
shape
the
saw
it
lation between us, it took fright as soon as
property
and flew straight over the boundary hedge into a field, the
had be
It
squawk.
loud
a
of Mrs. Henessy, where it sat down with
here,
amiss
grossly
come Mrs. Henessy’s bird. Something seemed
I
larger.
been
wood
the
something that would not have occurred had
her,
murder
not
dared
could not afford to buy Mrs. Henessy out, I
want
and limitations of this sort beset me on every side. Ahab did not
prepara
property,
that vineyard—he only needed it to round off his
wood has
tory to plotting a new curve—and all the land around my
boundary
A
wood.
become necessary to me in order to round off the
turn to
its
ought
in
protects. But—poor little thing—the boundary
A litthrow
stones.
be protected. Noises on the edge of it. Children
Forster IMy Wood

ownership. Go around the class ask
ing students to explain their answers.
ALLUSION

Man of weight (paragraph 2): “And
Jesus looked around and said to his
disciples, ‘How hard it will be for
those who have riches to enter the
kingdom of God!’ And the disciples
were amazed at his words. But Jesus

said to them again, ‘Children, how
hard it is to enter the kingdom of

God! It is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a
rich man to enter the kingdom of
God” (Mark 10:23—25).
LINKS TO WRITING
Write a new ending for Forster’s
essay. Try one that follows the advice
you learned from writing the typical
five-paragraph essay—that is, write a
very conventional, English-classsounding conclusion. What is the ef

fect of adding this new ending to the
essay? What does this exercise sug
gest about conclusions?

ALLUSION
Ahab and the vineyard (paragraph 4):

The story is told in Kings 1:21.

When Nahoth refused to sell or ex
change the vineyard that Ahab
wanted, Ahab’s wife Jezebel falsely ac
cused Naboth of “cursing God and
King.” Naboth was subsequently
stoned to death. Canute and Alexan
der (4): Both men sought to build
empires through conquest. Canute II
(944?—1035), King of Denmark, Eng
land, and Norway, was the first Dan
ish king of England. Alexander the
Great (3 56—323 Bc) was King of
Macedon and founded an empire that

stretched from the Adriatic Sea to
India.
USING OTHER STRATEGIES
WITH CAUSE AND EFFECT
Forster does not seem to reach a con
clusion about the effects of property
ownership. The essay could, however,
he easily recast with a persuasive pur
pose. What would it require to make
Forster’s essay “argue” for or against
the ownership of property?

5

COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITY
Divide the class into small groups,
and ask each to characterize Forster’s
tone in the essay. You will probably
need to define tone (see the Glossary)
and to preface their collective work
with a general discussion of the ele
ments that can create or influence
tone in an essay. Then have them iso
late specific effects that influence our
perceptions of tone.
ALLUSION
Dives and Lazarus (paragraph 7):
Dives is the name traditionally given
to the rich man in Jesus’ parable in
Luke 16:19—31 of the rich man and
Lazarus. Both men die and the rich
man goes to hell and the poor man
(Lazarus) goes to heaven. After ap
pealing for help, the rich man is told,
“between us and you a great chasm
has been fixed, in order that those
who would pass fromhere to you
may not be able, and none may cross
from there to us” (Luke 16:26).

tie more, and then a little more, until we reach the sea. Happy
Canine! Happier Alexander! And after all, why should even the world
be the limit of possession? A rocket containing a Union Jack, will, it
is hoped, be shortly fired at the moon. Mars. Sirius. Beyond which
But these immensities ended by saddening me. I could not suppose
that my wood was the destined nucleus of universal dominion—it is
so very small and contains no mineral wealth beyond the blackber
ries. Nor was I comforted when Mrs. Henessy’s bird took alarm for
the second time and flew clean away from us all, under the belief that
it belonged to itself.
In the third place, property makes its owner feel that he ought
to do something to it. Yet he isn’t sure what. A restlessness comes over
him, a vague sense that he has a personality to express—the same
sense which, without any vagueness, leads the artist to an act of cre
ation. Sometimes I think I wili cut down such trees as remain in the
wood, at other times I want to fill up the gaps between them with new
trees. But impulses are pretentious and empty. They are not honest
movements towards money-making or beauty. They spring from a
foolish desire to express myself and from an inability to enjoy what I
have got. Creation, property, enjoyment form a sinister trinity in the
human mind. Creation and enjoyment are both very, very good, yet
they are often unattainable without a material basis, and at such mo
ments property pushes itself in as a substitute, saying, “Accept me in
stead—I’m good enough for all three.” It is not enough. It is, as
Shakespeare said of lust, “the expense of spirit in a waste of shame”:
it is “Before, a joy proposed; behind, a dream.” Yet we don’t know
how to shun it. It is forced on us by our economic system as the al
ternative to starvation. It is forced on us by an internal defect in the
soul, by the feeling that in property may lie the germs of selfdevelopment and of exquisite or heroic deeds. Our life on earth is ~N
and ought to be, material and carnal. But we have not learned to man
age our materialism and carnality properly; they are still entangled
with the desire for ownership, where (in the words of Dante) “Pos
session is one with loss.”
And this brings us to our fourth and final point: the blackberries.
Blackberries are not plentiful in the meagre grove, but they are
easily seen from the public footpath which traverses it, and all too eas
ily gathered. Foxgloves, too—people will pull up the foxgloves, and
ladies of an educational tendency even grub for toadstools to show
them on the Monday in class. Other ladies, less educated, roll down
the bracken in the arms of their gentlemen friends. There is paper,
there are tins. Pray, does my wood belong to me or doesn’t it? And,
if it does, should I not own it best by allowing no one else to walk
there? There is a wood near Lyme Regis, also cursed by a public

}
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tootpatli, wnere the owner has not hesitated on this point. I-ic has
built high stone walls on each side of the path, and has spanned it by
bridges, so that the public circulate like termites while he gorges on
the blackberries unseen. He really does own his wood, this able chap.
Dives in Hell did pretty well, but the gulf dividing him from Lazarus
could be traversed by vision, and nothing traverses it here. And per
haps I shall come to this in time. I shall wall in and fence out until I
really taste the sweets of property. Enormously stout, endlessly avari
cious, pseudocreative, intensely selfish, I shall weave upon my fore
head the quadruple crown of possession until those nasty Bolshies
come and take it off again and thrust me aside into the outer dark
ness.

QUESTIONS ON SUBJECT AN]) PURPOSE
1. According to Forster, what are the consequences of owning
2. Is there any irony in buying property from the royalties
earned from a book about England’s problems in India?
3. ~Vhat purpose(s) might Forster have had in writing the essay?
QUESTIONS ON STRATEGY AND AUDIENCE
1. In what way is this a cause and effect essay?
2. Look at the conclusion of the essay. Why does Forster end in
this way? Why not add a more conventional conclusion?
3. V/hat expectations does Forster seem to have about his audience? How do you know?

‘5 b

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:
SUBJECT A1”JD PURPOSE
I. It makes him feel “heavy” (para
graph 2); it makes him want to own
more—”it ought to be larger” (3); it
makes him feel that he “ought to do
something to it” (5); it makes him feel
possessive (7).
2. Forster wrote often about the
British colonial empire in India and
the problems that it occasioned. India
was, in a sense, the property of Eng
land.
3. 1-laying had the experience and
the reactions, Forster presumably
wanted to offer his Insights to others.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:

STRATEGY AM) AUDIENCE
QUESTIONS ON VOCABULARY AND STYLE
1. Characterize the tone of Forster’s essay. Is it formal? Informal? How is that tone achieved?
2. Forster makes extensive use of allusion in the essay. Some of
the names are easily recognizable, others less so. Identify the
allusions below (all but c are to Biblical stories). How does
each fit into the context of the essay?
a. The wealthy man in the parable (paragraph 2)
b. Ahab and the vineyard (4)
c. Canute and Alexander (4)
d. Dives and Lazarus (7)
Fontn’/My Wood

1. Forster discusses the four effects
or consequences that owning prop
erty had on him.
2. One way to answer this is to imag—
me what a conventional ending might
sound like—”In conclusion, owning
property had four effects
Such a
conclusion would be unnecessary and
obtrusive. Note, however, that
Forster does summarize the four ef
fects at the start of his final sentence.

3. He obviously expects that his au
dience is educated and will recognize
the many allusions that he uses. His
word choice also indicates that he ex
peas his audience is primarily
British.

3. Be able to define the followihg words: asceticism (paragraph 2),
fourteen-stone (measure of weight, 2), depreciating (4), pre
tentious (5), carnal (5),foxgloves (7), bracken (7), avaricious (7),
Boishies (Bolsheviks, 7).

WRITING SUGGESTIONS
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:
VOCABULARY AND STYLE

I. For yourJournal. Commenting on the second effect of own

it makes me feel it ought
ing property, Forster observes:
to be larger” (paragraph 3). To what extent does something
you own make you want to own something more? Concen
trate on your single most valuable (to you) possession. Does
owning it ever make you want to own more? Explore the idea.
2. For a Paragraph. Select something you own that is important
to you—a house, a car, a stereo system, a pet, something you
use for recreation. In a paragraph, describe the consequences
of owning it. How has it changed your life and behavior? Are
there negative as well as positive consequences?
3. For an Essay. Extend your paragraph into an essay. Explore
each of the consequences you described in a separate paragraph.
“.

1. Despite the allusions, the word
choices, and the relatively long sen
tences, Forster’s essay is informal and
even somewhat casual. Note, for ex
ample, the effect of using “blast it”
(paragraph 1); the use of”I”, contrac
tions, sentence fragments, dashes, ex
clamation marks; “the whole jangle of
them” (2); “nasty Bolshies” (7).
2. The allusions are identified under
Allusion. Each allusion is related to
the problem of property.
3. Word definitions:
asceticism n. religious docuine that
one can reach a higher state by
rigorous self-discipline and selfdenial
fourteen-stone ad]. one stone, a
measure of weight used in Great
Britain, equals 14 pounds.
Fourteen stone equals 196 pounds
depreciating v. reducing in value or
price
pretentious ad]. making claims,
explicit or implicit, to some
distinction, importance, dignity,
or excellence
carnal ad]. in or of the flesh; bodily;
material or worldly, not spiritual
foxgloves ii. any of a genus
(Digitalis) of plants of the figwort
family, with long spikes of
thimblelike flowers
bracken n. any of a genus
(Pteridium) of large weedy ferns

. .

Prewriting:

a. Make a list of possible subjects. For each item try to list at
least four possible effects of owning it. Do not cormnit to a
specific subject until you have considered the range of
possibilities.
b. Once you have selected an item, try freewriting for 15 ruin
utes on each consequence of ownership. You are still gath
ering ideas for your essay; this material will not necessarily
become part of your first draft.
c. The consequences will surely vary in terms of their signifi
cance and order of importance. Plan out an organizational
strategy. Which effect should come first? Try writing each
paragraph on a separate sheet of paper so that you can
shuffle their order easily. Consider the alternatives.
Rewriting:

a. Make a brief outline of Forster’s essay. It can be used as a
model. Try to consider the author’s strategy—that is, how
did Forster solve the problems that this type of essay poses?
Do not just imitate his form.

Cause and Effect
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The Cause and Effect Essay
What is a cause and effect essay?
Cause and effect essays are concerned with why things happen (causes)
and what happens as a result (effects). Cause and effect is a common
method of organizing and discussing ideas.
Follow these steps when writing a cause and effect essay:
I. Distinguish between cause and effect. To determine causes. ask, “Why
did this happen?” To identify efibets. ask. “What happened because of
this?” The following is an example of one cause producing one effect:
Cause

Effect

You are out of gas.

Your car won’t start.

Sometimes, many causes contribute to a single effect or many effects
may result from a single cause. (Your instructor will speci& which
cause/effect method to use.) The following are examples:
Causes

Effect

rliked business in high school
-

—

choose to major in accounting

ilaries in the field are high
‘have an aunt who is an
accountant
am good with numbers

Cause

Effects
less income

reduce work hours
employer is irritated
time to study

http:I/www.delmar.edu/engl “~rtctr’handout.sicause_,effect.htm
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more time for family and
friends
However, most situations are more complicated.
The following is an example of a chain reaction:
Thinking about friend.. .forgot to buy gas.. ,car wouldnft start.. .missed
math exam ailed math course.
2. Develop your thesis statement. State clearly whether you are
discussing causes. el’lècts. or both. Introduce your main idea, using the
terms “cause” and/or “eflbct.’
3. Find and organize supporting details. Back up your thesis with
relevant and sufficient details that are organized. You can organize
details in the following ways:
• Chronological. Details are arranged in the order in which the
events occurred.
• Order of importance. Details are arranged from least to most
important or vice versa.
• Categorical. Details are arranged by dividing the topic into parts or
categories.
4. Use appropriate transitions. To blend details smoothly in cause and
effect essays, use the transitional words and phrases listed below.
For causes

For Effects

because. due to. on cause is.
another is. since. lhr. first.
second

consequently. as a result.
thus, resulted in. one result
is. another is. therefore

When writing your essay. keep the following suggestions in mind:
• Remember your purpose. Decide if your are writing to inform or
persuade.
• Focus on immediate and direct causes (or effects.) Limit yourself
to causes that are close in time and related, as opposed to remote
and indirect causes. which occur later and are related indirectly.
• Strengthen your essa) by using supporting evidence. Define terms.
offer facts and statistics. or provide examples. anecdotes, or
personal observations that support your ideas.
• QualiJV or limit ‘our statements about cause and effect. Unless

http://www.delmar.edu/engl. ~uictrimndouts, cause_ elrect.htm
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there is clear evidence that one event is related to another. qualify
your statements with phrases such as ‘‘It appears that the cause
was’ or “It seems likely” or ‘11w evidence may indicate’ or
“Availahle evidence suggests.”
To evaluate the effectiveness of a cause and effect essay, ask the
lollowing quest ions: What are the causes’? What are the effects? Which
should be emphasized? Are there single or niidti~~Ie causes? Single or
multiple effects’? Is a chain reaction involved’?
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THE Tm~tcsAcTIoN:
Two WPJTmJG PROCESSES
William Zinsser

2

3

William Zinsser was born in New York in 1922 and received a B.A. from
Princeton in 1944. For thineen years he was an editot critic, and editorial
writer with the New York Herald Tribune. He left in 1959 to become a
freelance writer and has since written regularly for leading magazines, in—
chiding The New Yorker, The Atlantic, and Life. During the 1970s be
taught nonfiction writing and humor writing and was master of Branford
College at Yale University. Currently, Zinsser teaches at the New School and
serves as a consultant on the an ofwriting, working with colleges newspa
pers, and corporations. He is the author offifteen books, including On Writ
ing Well: An Informal Guide to Writing Nonfiction (now in its 5th
edition), a textbook classic of which The New York Times wrote: “it be
longs on any shelf ofserious refirence works for writers.”
In this selection from that book, Zinsser dramatizes two completely
different attitudes toward writing. As someone who earns his living as a
write~ Zinsser sees writing as hard work. “The only way to learn to write,”
he has observed, “is tofbrce yourselfto produce a cenain number ofwords on
a regular basis. “In an interview he once remarked: “I don’t think writing
is an an. I think sometimes it~s~ raised to an an, but basically it’s a craft, like
cabinet—making or carpentiy.”

6

7

a

9

ii

BEFORE READING
12

Connecting: If you had to describe your writing process to a group
of younger students, what would you say?
Anticipating: Why should writing seem so easy to Brock and so dif
ficult to Zinsser? If he finds it so difficult, why does Zinsser continue
to write?
About ten years ago a school in Connecticut held “a day devoted to the
arts,” and I was asked if I would come and talk about writing as a vo
cation. When I arrived I found that a second speaker had been in
vited—Dr. Brock (as I’ll call him), a surgeon who had recently begun

13
14

15

to write and had sold some stories to national magazines. He was going
to talk about writing as an avocation. That made us a panel, and we sat
down to face a crowd of student newspaper editors, English teachers
and parents, all eager to learn the secrets of our glamorous work.
Dr. Brock was dressed in a bright red lacket, looking vaguely
bohemian, as authors are supposed to look, and the first question
went to him. What was it like to be a writer?
He said it was tremendous fun. Coming home from an arduous
day at the hospital, he would go straight to his yellow pad and write
his tensions away. The words just flowed. It was easy.
I then said that writing wasn’t easy and it wasn’t fun. It was hard
and lonely, and the words seldom just flowed.
Next Dr. Brock was asked if it was important to rewrite. Ab
solutely not, he said. “Let it all hang out,” and whatever form the sen
tences take will reflect the writer at his most natural.
I then said that rewriting is the essence of writing. I pointed out
that professional writers rewrite their sentences repeatedly and then
rewrite what they have rewritten. I mentioned that E. B. White and
James Thurber rewrote their pieces eight or nine times.
“What do you do on days when it isn’t going well?” Dr. Brock
was asked. He said he just stopped writing and put the work aside for
a day when it would go better.
I then said that the professional writer must establish a daily
schedule and stick to it. I said that writing is a craft, not an art, and
that the man who runs away from his craft because he lacks inspira
tion is fooling himself. He is also going broke.
“What if you’re feeling depressed or unhappy?” a student
asked. ‘Won’t that affect your writing?”
Probably it will, Dr. Brock replied. Go fishing. Take a walk.
Probably it won’t, I said. If your job is to write every day, you
learn to do it like any other job.
A student asked if we found it useful to circulate in the literary
world. Dr. Brock said that he was greatly enjoying his new life as a
man of letters, and he told several stories of being taken to lunch by
his publisher and his agent at chic Manhattan restaurants where writ
ers and editors gather. I said that professional writers are solitary
drudges who seldom see other writers.
“Do you put symbolism in your writing?” a student asked me.
“Not if I can help it,” I replied. I have an unbroken record of
missing the deeper meaning in any story, play or movie, and as for
dance and mime, I have never had even a remote notion of what is
being conveyed.
“I love symbols!” Dr. Brock exclaimed, and he described with
gusto the joys of weaving them through his work.
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TEACHING STRATEGY
selection is intended as a simple
j~xample of comparison and contrast,
and an effective way to open a discus
sion is to look at how Zinsser struc
tures this selection. The essay records
a panel discussion in which two au
thors (Zinsser and Dr. Brock) answer
questions on six points:
1. ~A~hat is it like to be a writer?
2. Is it important to rewrite?
3. What do you do when things are
not going well?
4. What if you are feeling depressed
or unhappy?
5. Is it useful to circulate in the liter
ary world?
6. Do you use symbolism?
In the first five instances, On
Brock answers first; in the sixth,
Zinsser does. The contrast is devel
oped using a point-by-point strategy;
the responses of the two writers are
set off in separate paragraphs, with
the exception of paragraph 12.
Why did Zinsser use this partic
ular pattern? Could he have used the
subject-by—subject strategy? He could
~ave only if the questions had been
~—~osed at the start of the selection. Dr.
Brock could have responded first in a
paragraph or series of paragraphs,
then Zinsser. Such an arrangement,
however, would have obscured the
differences between the writing
processes of the two. This arrange-
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COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITY
meat makes the contrast particularly
vivid and also preserves the format of
a panel discussion that Zinsser has es
tablished.
Zinsser’s thesis is clearly stated
in paragraph 17. Why begin with this
narrative, one that a reader probably
suspects is primarily fictional anyway?
The narrative makes Zinsser~ point
more vivid and more memorable.
Students generally expect that
creative writers labor over their
prose, trying to find the right words
and the right arrangements of words,
but many students do not realize that
expository writers exercise the same
care. See Class Activity.
CLASS ACTIVITY
One way to demonstrate the similar
ity between creative writers and ex
pository writers is to mimeograph
comments that writers have made
about their craft. The five volumes in
the Penguin W*ers at Wàrk series
(reproducing interviews originally
done for the Paris Review) are a good
source of statements. Selections re
produced elsewhere in this reader can
also be used—especially Peter El
bow’s “Quick Revising” (Chapter 10)
or any of the other revised essays in
cluded in Chapter 10.

VVhat would be the result of a repara
graphing of the Zinsser essay? Would
it change it? Would it be more effec
tive? Divide students into small
groups, and ask each group to repara
graph the selection. Is there general
agreement on where that new para
graphing would occur?
LINKS TO WIUTING
For a discussion of sentence strate
gies, ask the class to rewrite para
graph 16, casting it into simple
sentences, each of which is followed
by a period. What is the difference
between that paragraph and the one
that Zinsser wrote? How does the
punctuation help reflect and empha
size Zinsser’s meaning?
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:
SUBJECT AND PURPOSE
I. The point that Zinsser is trying to
make is “there isn’t any ‘right’ way to
do such intensely personal work.
Any method that helps somebody to
say what he wants to say is the right
method for him” (paragraph 17).
2. Opening with the story makes
Zinsser’s point more vivid and more
interesting. After all, readers gener
ally prefer stories to explicit state
ments, and the stories allow us to
remember the points more easily.
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The Writing Center
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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Comparing/Contrasting
What this handout is about..
This handout will help you first to determine whether a particular assignment is asking for
comparison/contrast and then to generate a list of similarities and differences, decide which
similarities and differences to focus on. and organize your paper so that it will be clear and
effective. It will also explain how you can (and why you should) develop a thesis that goes
beyond “Thing A and Thing B are similar in many ways but different in others.”

Introduction
In your career as a student, you’ll encounter many different kinds of writing assignments, each with its
own requirements. One of the most common is the comparison/contrast essay, in which you focus on the
ways in which certain things or ideas usually two of them are similar to (this is the comparison)
and/or different from (this is the contrast) one another. By assigning such essays, your instructors are
encouraging you to make connections between texts or ideas, engage in critical thinking, and go beyond
mere description or summary to generate interesting analysis: when you reflect on similarities and
differences, you gain a deeper understanding of the items you are comparing, their relationship to each
other, and what is most important about them.
—

—

Recognizing comparison/contrast in assignments
Some assignments use words like compare. contrast, similarities, and differences that make it easy
for you to see that they are asking you to compare and/or contrast. Here are a few hypothetical
examples:
--

--

• Compare and contrast Frye’s and Bartky’s accounts of oppression.
• Compare WWI to WWII. identifying similarities in the causes, development, and outcomes of the
wars.
• Contrast Wordsworth and Coleridge: what are the major differences in their poetry?
Notice that some topics ask only for comparison, others only for contrast. and others for both.
But it’s not always so easy to tell whether an assignment is asking you to include comparison/contrast.
And in some cases, comparison/contrast is only part of the essay you begin by comparing and/or
contrasting two or more things and then use what you’ve learned to construct an argument or evaluation.
Consider these examples. noticing the language that is used to ask for the comparison/contrast and
whether the comparison/contrast is only one part of a larger assignment:
--

http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcsveh/handouts/cornparisoncontrast.html
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• Choose a particular idea or theme, such as romantic love, death, or nature, and consider how it is
treated in two Romantic poems.
• How do the different authors we have studied so far define and describe oppression?
• Compare Frye’s and Bartky’s accounts of oppression. What does each imply about women’s
collusion in their own oppression? Which is mote accurate?
• In the texts we’ve studied. soldiers who served in different wars oflèr differing accounts of their
experiences and feelings both during and alter the fighting. What commonalities are there in these
accounts? What factors do you think are responsible for their differences?
You may want to check out our handout on 1-low to Read an Assignment for additional tips.

Using comparison/contrast for all kinds of writing projects
Sometimes you may want to use comparison/contrast techniques in your own pre—writing work to get
ideas that you can later use l’or an argument. even ii comparison/contrast isn’t an official requirement for
the paper you’re writing. For example. if you wanted to argue that Frye’s account of oppression is better
than both de Beauvoir’s and Bartky’s. comparing and contrasting the main arguments of those three
authors might help you construct your evaluation even though the topic may not have asked for
comparison/contrast and the lists of similarities and differences you generate may not appear anywhere
in the final draft of your paper.
——

Discovering similarities and differences
Making a Venn diagram or a chart can help you quickly and efficiently compare and contrast two or
more things or ideas. To make a Venn diagram. simply draw some overlapping circles, one circle for
each item you’re considering. In the central area where they overlap, list the traits the two items have in
common. Assign each one of the areas that doesn’t overlap; in those areas, you can list the traits that
make the things different. 1-lere’s a very simple example, using two pizza places:

Peppers

-

II.:

To make a chart. figure out what criteria you want to focus on in comparing the items. Along the left
side of the page. list each of the criteria. Across the top. list the names of the items. You should then
have a box per item for each criterion: you can 1111 the boxes in and then survey what you’ve discovered.
1-lere’s an example. this time using three pizza places:

http://wxvw.unc.edu/depts/wcweh/handouts/comparison contrast.html
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As you generate points of comparison. consider the purpose and content of the assignment and the focus
of the class. What do you think the professor wants you to learn by doing this comparison/contrast?
How does it fit with what you have been studying so far and with the other assignments in the course?
Are there any clues about what to focus on in the assignment itself?
Here are some general questions about diflèrent types of things you might have to compare. These are
by no means complete or definitive lists; they’re just here to give you some ideas you can generate
your own questions for these and other types of comparison. You may want to begin by using the
questions reporters traditionally ask: Who? What? Where? When? Why? How? If you’re talking about
objects. you might also consider general properties like size, shape. color. sound, weight, taste, texture,
smell, number. duration, and location.
--

Two historical periods or events
When did they occur do you know the date(s) and duration? What happened or changed
during each? Why are they significant? What kinds of work did people do? What kinds of
relationships did they have? What did they value? What kinds of governments were there?
Who were important people involved? What caused events in these periods, and what
consequences did they have later on?
—

Two ideas or theories

What are they about? Did they originate at some particular time? Who created them? Who
uses or defends them? What is the central focus, claim, or goal of each? What conclusions
do they offer? How are they applied to situations/people/things/etc.? Which seems more
plausible to you. and why? How broad is their scope? What kind of evidence is usually
offered for them?
Two pieces qfii’rit!ng or art

What are their titles? What do they describe or depict? What is their tone or mood? What is
their form? Who created them? When were they created? Why do you think they were
created as they were? What themes do they address? Do you think one is of higher quality
or greater merit than the other(s) and if so. why? For writing: what plot, characterization.
setting. theme, tone. and type of narration are used?
--

J

Two people
Where are they from? How old are they? What is the gender. race, class. etc. of each? What.

http:llwww.unc.eduldepts/wcweh/handoutslcomparison,,contrast.html
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if anything. are they known for? Do they have any relationship to each other? What are they
like? What did/do they do? What do they believe? Why are they interesting? What stands
out most about each of them?

Deciding what to focus on
By now you have probably generated a huge list of similarities and differences congratulations! Next
you must decide which of them are interesting. important. and relevant enough to be included in your
paper. Ask yourself these questions:
—

•
•
•
•
•
•

What’s relevant to the assignment?
What’s relevant to the course?
What’s interesting and informative?
What matters to the argument you are going to make?
What’s basic or central (and needs to be mentioned even if obvious)?
Overall, what’s more important the similarities or the differences?
—

Suppose that you are writing a paper comparing two novels. For most literature classes, the fact that they
both use Calson type (a kind of typeface, like the fonts you may use in your writing) is not going to be
relevant nor is the fact that one of them has a few illustrations and the other has none; literature classes
are more likely to focus on subjects like characterization, plot, setting, the writer’s style and intentions,
language. central themes, and so forth. However, if you were writing a paper for a class on typesetting or
on how illustrations are used to enhance novels, the typeface and presence or absence of illustrations
might be absolutely critical to include in your final paper!
Sometimes a particular point of comparison or contrast might be relevant but not terribly revealing or
interesting. For example. if you are writing a paper about Wordsworth’s “Tintern Abbey” and
Coleridge’s “Frost at Midnight” pointing out that they both have nature as a central theme is relevant
(comparisons of poetry often talk about themes) but not terribly interesting; your class has probably
already had many discussions about the Romantic poets’ fondness for nature. Talking about the different
ways nature is depicted or the different aspects of nature that are emphasized might be more interesting
and show a more sophisticated understanding of the poems.

Your thesis
The thesis of your comparison/contrast paper is very important: it can help you create a focused
argument and give your reader a road map so she/he doesn’t get lost in the sea of points you are about to
make. As in any paper. you will want to replace vague reports of your general topic (for example, “This
paper will compare and contrast two pizza places.” or “Pepper’s and Amante are similar in some ways
and different in others.” or “Peppers and Amante are similar in many ways, but they have one major
difference”) with something more detailed and specific. For example. you might say. “Pepper’s and
Amante have similar prices and ingredients. but their atmospheres and willingness to deliver set them
apart.”
Be careful. though although this thesis is fairly specilic and does propose a simple argument (that
atmosphere and delivery make the two pizza places different), your instructor will often be looking for a
bit more analysis. In this case. the obvious question is “So what? Why should anyone care that Pepper’s
and Amante are different in this way?” One might also wonder why the writer chose those two particular
pizza places to compare why not Papa John’s. Dominos. or Pizza Nut? Again, thinking about the
--

--

http:llwww.unc.edu/depts/wcweh/htrndouts/comparison_contrast.html
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context the class provides may help you answer such questions and make a stronger argument. Here’s a
revision of the thesis mentioned a minute ago:
Pepper’s and Amante both offer a greater variety of ingredients than other Chapel
Hill/Carrboro pizza places (and than any of the national chains), but the funky. lively
atmosphere at Pepper’s makes it a better place to give visiting friends and family a taste of
local culture.
You may find our handout Constructing Thesis Statements useful at this stage.

Organizing your paper
There are many different ways to organize a comparison/contrast essay. Here are just a few:
Item-by-item:
Begin by saying everything you have to say about the first item you are discussing, then
move on and make all the points you want to make about the second item (and after that, the
third, and so on, if you’re comparing/contrasting more than two things). If the paper is short,
you might be able to fit all of your points about each item into a single paragraph, but it’s
more likely that you’d have several paragraphs per item. Using our pizza place
comparison/contrast as an example. after the introduction, you might have a paragraph
about the ingredients available at Pepper’s. a paragraph about its location, and a paragraph
about its ambience. Then you’d have three similar paragraphs about Amante. followed by
your conclusion.
The danger of this subject-by-subject organization is that your paper will simply be a list of
points: a certain number of points (in my example, three) about one item, then a certain
number of points about another. This is usually not what college instructors are looking for
in a paper generally they want you to compare or contrast two or more things very
directly. rather than just listing the traits the things have and leaving it up to the reader to
reflect on how those traits are similar or different and why those similarities or differences
matter. Thus. if you use the subject-by-sut~iect form. you will probably want to have a very
strong. analytical thesis and at least one body paragraph that ties all of your different points
together.
—

A subject-by-subject structure can be a logical choice if you are writing what is sometimes
called a “lens” comparison, in which you use one item (which isn’t really your main topic)
to better understand another item (which is), For example, you might be asked to compare a
poem you’ve already covered thoroughly in class with one you are reading on your own. It
might make sense to give a brief summary of your main ideas about the first poem (this
would be your first subject, the “lens”). and then spend most of your paper discussing how
those points are similar to or dilThrent from your ideas about the second.
Point-lw-Point:
Rather than addressing things one subject at a time. you may wish to talk about one point of
comparison at a time. There are two main ways this might play out. depending on how
much you have to say about each of the things you are comparing, If you have just a little.
you might. in a single paragraph, discuss how a certain point of comparison/contrast relates

http:llwww.unc.edu/depts/wcwch/handouts!cornparison_contrast.html
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to all the items you are discussing. For example. 1 might describe, in one paragraph. what
the prices are like at both Pepper’s and Amante: in the next paragraph, I might compare the
ingredients available; in a third. I might contrast the atmospheres of the two restaurants.
If 1 had a hit more to say about the items 1 was comparing/contrasting. 1 might devote a
whole paragraph to how each point relates to each item. For example. I might have a whole
paragraph about the clientele at Pepper’s. followed by a whole paragraph about the clientele
at Amante; then I would move on and do two more paragraphs discussing my next point of
comparison/contrast like the ingredients available at each restaurant.
--

There are no hard and fitst rules about organizing a comparison/contrast paper. of course.
Just be sure that your reader can easily tell what’s going on! Be aware, too, of the placement
of your different points. If you are writing a comparison/contrast in service of an argument
keep in mind that the last point you make is the one you are leaving your reader with. For
example, if I am trying to argue that Arnante is better than Pepper’s. 1 should end with a
contrast that leaves Amante sounding good. rather than with a point of comparison that I
have to admit makes Pepper’s look better. If you’ve decided that the differences between the
items you’re comparing/contrasting are most important, you’ll want to end with the
differences-- and vice versa, if the similarities seem most important to you.
Our handout on Organization can help you write good topic sentences and transitions and make sure that
you have a good overall structure in place for your paper.

Cue words and other tips
To help your reader keep track of where you are in the comparison/contrast, you’ll want to be sure that
your transitions and topic sentences are especially strong. Your thesis should already have given the
reader an idea of the points you’ll be making and the organization you’ll be using, but you can help
her/him out with some extra cues. The following words may be helpful to you in signaling your
intentions:
like, similar to. also, unlike. similarly, in the same way. likewise, again, compared to. in
contrast, in like manner, contrasted with, on the contrary, however, although. yet, even
though. still, but nevertheless. conversely, at the same time, regardless. despite. while. on
the one hand on the other hand.
...

For example. you might have a topic sentence like one of these:
• Compared to Pepper’s. Amante is quiet.
• Like Amante. Pepper’s offers fresh garlic as a topping.
• Despite their different locations (downtown Chapel Hill and downtown Canboro). Pepper’s and
Amante are both fairly easy to get to.

Some additional websites about comparison/contrast papers:
http:llwww.fas.harvard.edu[-wricntr/docurnents/CompAnalysis.html
hup:Udepts.washington.eduIps~vrite.cornpare.htrnI
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Advanced Composition for Non-Native Speakers of English
http://eslbee.com
Writing Effective Comparison / contrast Essays
A Comparison or Contrast essay is an essay in which you
either compare something or contrast something. A
comparison essay is an essay in which you emphasize the
similarities, and a contrast essay is an essay in which you
emphasize the differences. We use comparison and
contrast thinking when deciding which university to
attend, which car to buy, or whether to drive a car or take
a bus or an airplane to a vacation site.
In this section, two classic organizational patterns of a
comparison or contrast essay will be discussed. One is
called block arrangement of ideas; the other is called
point-by-point or alternating arrangement of ideas.
Suppose you are interested in showing the differences
between airplanes and helicopters. You will then write a
contrast composition. One way to arrange your material is
to use the block arrangement which is to write about
airplanes in one paragraph and helicopters in the next. If
you mention a particular point in the airplane paragraph,
you must mention the same point in the helicopter
paragraph, and in the same order. Study the following
outline, which shows this kind of organization.

Model Comparison
or Contrast Essays
Available!
click HERE to see students
Comparison or Contrast

essays!
The EsLBEE.coM Academy
is offering a free online
composition class, avai[able
now! check
bttp ://eslbeesQjnLic~deiny
(wil[ open in new window).

BLOCK ARRANGEMENT
I.

Introduction in which you state your purpose which
is to discuss differences between airplanes and
helicopters

II.

Airplanes
A. Shape and design
B. Speed
C. Direction of takeoff and flight

III.

Helicopters
A. Shape and design
B. Speed
C. Direction of takeoff and flight

IV.

Conclusion

hup:/I\vww.eslbee.com/compcont.hlnl
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A second way to organize this material is to discuss a
particular point about airplanes and then immediately
discuss the same point about helicopters. This is called a
point-by-point or alternating arrangement. An outline of
this organization follows.
POINT-BY-POINT or ALTERNATING
ARRANGEMENT
I.

Introduction in which you state your purpose
which is to discuss differences between
airplanes and helicopters

II.

Differences between airplanes and helicopters
A. Shape and design
1. Airplanes
2. Helicopters
B. Speed
1. Airplanes
2. Helicopters
C. Direction of takeoff and flight
1. Airplanes
2. Helicopters

III.

Conclusion

APPLICATION
Examine the short comparison or contrast essays that
follow, and decide whether the authors used block
arrangement or point-by-point (or alternating)
arrangement.
-

The Differences Between Airplanes and
Helicopters
Airplanes and helicopters are both important forms
of air travel, but there are great differences
between them.
The first major difference between airplanes and
helicopters is their shape and design. Airplanes,
for example, have long, slender bodies with wings
while helicopters have round bodies and propellers
rather than wings.

http://www.es1bee.com/compcont.htm
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Another difference between airplanes and
helicopters is their speed. Airplanes can travel
extremely fast, reaching speeds of over 1,875
miles (3,000 kilometers) per hour. Helicopters, on
the other hand are much slower than airplanes.
The final difference between airplanes and
helicopters is their direction of takeoff and flight.
Airplanes take off horizontally and can move in a
forward direction only. They need a lot of space
for takeoff and landing. Airplanes regularly carry
several hundred passengers. Helicopters,
however, take off vertically and can move in any
direction. Helicopters require a very small takeoff
or landing space, and most helicopters carry only
two to five passengers.
Because of the great differences between
airplanes and helicopters, each is used for a
specific purpose. Airplanes and helicopters,
therefore, are both important forms of air travel.

:~

How to Support Your Point of View though Comparison
and Contrast

I!

It was stated at the beginning of this section that we use
comparison and contrast thinking when deciding which
university to attend, which car to buy, or whether to drive
a car or take a bus or an airplane to a vacation site. Many
times writers use comparison or contrast to support a
personal point of view. For example, the following
paragraphs are from the book, Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance by Robert Persig. Note that
Persigs description of the differences between riding in a
car and riding a motorcycle is not neutral. nstead, Persig
uses comparison and contrast to serve a persuasive aim: to
show the reader why riding a motorcycle is more
stimulating than driving a car (Persig, by Heffernan and
Lincoln).
Which do You Prefer?
You see things vacationing on a motorcycle in a
way that is completely different from any other.
In a car youre always in a compartment, and

Iitip:/kvsvw.esl bee.com!conipcont.htni
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because youre used to it, you dont realize that
through that car window everything you see is just
more TV. You’re a passive observer, and it is all
moving by you boringly in a frame.
On a cycle the frame is gone. You’re completely in
contact with it all. Youre in the scene, not just
watching it anymore, and the sense of presence is
overwhelming. That concrete whizzing by five
inches below your foot is the real thing, the same
stuff you waLk on. It’s right there, so blurred you
cant focus on it, yet you can put your foot down
and touch it anytime, and the whole thing, the
whole experience, is never removed from
immediate consciousness.
Finally, read the following essay, Two Dads Are Better
than One, in which a freshman composition student
contrasts her stepfather with her biological father in order
to decide which she should care about more. Which
organizational style does she use?

~)

Two Dads Are Better than One
I’ve always envied people with only two parents.
They never have to feel sorry for their real father
because he is lonely, and they never have to feel
they should care more about their stepfather
because he is the one who has provided them with
the necessities most of their lives. Since I have
two fathers, I have known these feelings. I know
what it’s like trying to decide which father I should
care about more so that I could tell my friends the
next time they asked. It really should be a clearcut decision. My two fathers are so different in
everything that I should be able to look at these
differences and decide.
A major difference between the two is how
responsible they are. My stepfather has always
had a steady job. He enjoys going to work each day
and knowing that at the end of the week he’ll get a
paycheck. With this paycheck he pays bills, buys
groceries, and makes sure we all have clothes to
wear. On the other hand, my father doesn’t

hup://www.eslbee,com/compcont,htm
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particularly care for steady jobs. He is a singer
and has worked three or four nights a week in
nightclubs most of his life. With his money, he
buys things like new guitars and amplifiers. His
idea of providing for us, as Mom tells me, is to
send ten dollars a month, which is to be divided
three ways. He only does this, however, when hes
out of state.
Discipline is another major difference between my
two fathers. My stepfather, who can be very strict
at times, believes that children should obey their
parents, do what they are told when they are told
to do it, and respect their elders. My father, who
was never disciplined himself, has quite different
views. He has always encouraged my brothers and
me to rebel against rules, to ask why we had to do
certain things, and to resent being made to do
things we thought were stupid. (Going to bed at
ten was stupid.) My mother always told us that our
father only did this to cause trouble, but Tm not so
sure about that. Maybe he did, but then again
maybe he thought going to bet at ten was stupid,
too!
Education is another big issue my stepfather is
concerned about. He believes, like many people,
that to be able to succeed in life, one has to have
a good education. He always told us that he didnt
want us to turn out like he did, a truck driver who
had to be away from his family for weeks at a
time. He used to punish me and my brothers for
making C’s on our report cards. His theory is that a
C is average, and his kids are not average. I
wouldn’t place any money on that. My father
believes that an education is good to have, but one
doesnt have to have it to survive. He always says,
‘Look at me; I made it.’ I dont think, however,
that I would call sleeping in the back of a station
wagon “making it.’
So here I have it. All their differences down on
paper, and I can look at them objectively and
decide which father to love more, but it isn’t that
easy. I love my father because he is just that, my
natural father. I respect him; I am obligated to

hap://www.eslbee.com/compconLhtm
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him, and I want to make him proud of me. Then
there is my stepfather, whom I respect very much;
whom I feel obligated to; whom I want to make
proud of me; and, most important of all, whom
have grown to love as much as any child could
possibly love a parent. I guess Ill never really
know which father I love more. I dont see why I
should have to love either more. I think Ill just
love both of them in almost equal amounts.
g
There are several important points to remember when
writing a comparison or contrast essay.
1. Know what organizational style you are using. Whether
you use the block arrangement or point by point
arrangement, you should be able to identify it Being able
to identify your organization will not only help you in the
organization of your own writing, but it will also help your
reader follow what you have to say
2 State your organization Remember that the straight
line of development that was discussed in the introduction
requires that you tell your audience what you are going to
tell them, then tell them, then tell them what you told
them An important objective in academic writing is
clarity, and stating your organization will contribute
significantly toward clarity
3. Keep your audience in mind. You should always keep
your audience in mind. After you finish writing, read your
composition from the perspective of your audience. How
will they respond to your writing? Will they understand
what you have written? Will they agree with your point?
4. Say what you want to say. Reread Robert Persigs
excerpt from Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance.
In contrasting the difference between vacationing by car
or motorcycle, his preference is clear. Make your
preference clear in your comparison or contrast essay. To
further clarify how this can be done, consider how you
could say what you want to say in a comparison or contrast
essay on the following topics:
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A. Vacationing in Paris or taking a three-week trip down
the Amazon
B. Growing up in a smalL town or growing up in a Large
city.
C. Working for Large company or running your own
business
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America’s Love Affair with Pizza:
A Guilty Pleasure No More
expository writing class at Mar
When Thomas Roepsch (b. 1971) wrote this essay for an
while working as owner/manager
quette University he was attending school part-time
restaurant, lie completed a aS. in
of an Italian restaurant. After selling his interest in the
ii response to an assignment
accounting and enrolled in aw school. He wrote this paper
held view of some
that asked students to use outside research to counter a commonly
news’ paper—that is, that
thing that interested them, and specifically~ to write a “good
or skeptical to posi
he attempt to change readers’ views about his topic from negative
tiveor at least accepting.
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of pizza each year (Marston
The average American eats 46 slices, or 23 pounds,
considered one of the poorest
28). Despite this popularity, pizza is commonly
Every pizza lover knows
choices you can make when it comes to your health.
pizza straight out of the box, and
the guilt associated with devouring a greasy
we would be much better off
health experts have been warning us for years that
fat and cholesterol like pizza. New
if we made every effort to avoid foods high in
view pizza. According
information, however, is changing the way nutritionists
have reexamined the pizza and
to a number of popular health magazines, experts
way to get a fast, well-balanced
are now finding it to be potentially an excellent
pizza is now being cred
meal from a single food item. And even more surprising,
ited with the ability to save your life.
with pork sausage, pep
2
The most popular pizzas in America are topped
high
in cholesterol and fat.
very
them
peroni, and layers of extra cheese, making
of Pizza op
Association
National
the
According to an article in Current Health,
2.2 billion
and
pepperoni
of
pounds
erators reported that we ate 371 million
cheese are
and
Meat
16).
(Denny
year
pounds of mozzarella on our pizzas last
is that
however,
pizza,
of
beauty
The
the clear favorites when it comes to pizza.
secret
the
is
toppings
right
the
it can be topped with almost anything. Choosing
is the
meat
and
cheese
of
amount
to making pizza “health” food. Limiting the
cheese,
and
pepperoni
the
on
easy
key. Top pizzas with more vegetables and go
meal.
and you will have provided yourself with a well-balanced
food item, pizza
single
other
3
Pizza makes a square meal because, unlike any
food groups
Agriculture’s
of
can satisfy all five of the United States Department
and a sin
carbohydrates,
(Post 76). The crust is a very good source of complex
require
daily
its
of
fourth
one
gle slice of cheese pizza can provide a body with
top
seafood
and
poultry,
ment of calcium (Denny 17). The wide variety of meat,
on
add
you
if
Also,
protein.
pings available today all provide a good source of
im
most
perhaps
and
the vegetables, you gain vitamins and minerals. Finally,
a healthy pizza.
portantly, don’t forget to add extra sauce when ordering
with helping to save
4
The tomato sauce used in pizza is now being credited
to giving the
addition
lives. Tomatoes contain lycopene (Seppa). This protein, in
cooked into
are
tomatoes
tomato its color, is an antioxidant that is unlocked when
depend on
tissues
body’s
red sauces. The mutating elements of the cells in our
ability of
limit
the
oxygen, and antioxidants like beta-carotene and lycopene
levels
high
contain
pasta
cells to mutate. Tomato sauces like those in pizza and
turn,
In
mutating.
celis from
of lycopene and are credited with helping to prevent
Harvard
at
researchers
certain types of cancers are prevented. In a clinical study,
cancer among men
prostate
of
rates
lower
significantly
Medical School found
least twice a week (Seppa).
who ate pizza or other foods with tomato sauce at
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The study said that men who never ate tomato sauce were 21 to 34 percent more
at risk to develop prostate cancers.
Women are also able to benefit from the lycopene found in pizza sauce.
Wendy Marston, writing for Health magazine, reports that another study was
able to show a reduced risk of breast cancer in women who were eating foods
with tomato sauce on a regular basis (28). Researchers measured the levels of ly
copene in the breast tissue of women and found that those who had high con
centrations of the compound were less likely to have breast cancet Another re
cent Health article reports that a research team in Italy found that men and
women who ate at least seven servings of tomatoes a week were less likely to
have cancers of the stomach, colon, and rectum than individuals who only con
sumed two servings a week (“How to Slice”).
It appears that the benefits of lycopene do not stop at combating cancer. The s
compound has also been found to help prevent heart disease. A European study
of 1,300 men found that men with high concentrations of lycopene in the fat tis
sue of their bodies were half as likely to have a heart attack as men with low lev
els of lycopene (Marston 29).
Nutritionists warn, however, that this ability of lycopene is meaningless if 7
you still want to top your pizza with a lot of high-fat toppings. One study by Har
vard University suggested, however, that the presence of fat is necessary for the
absorption of lycopene by the body. Foods that contain the types of fats found
in olive oil and mozzarella actually improve the body’s ability to absorb ly
copene. They found that the levels of lycopene are two and a half times higher
in people who eat pizza rather than salad (Marston 29).
Pizza today is made with a limitless variety of toppings and ingredients. H
Spinach, artichokes, turkey, seafood, as well as other healthful and exotic choices
are growing in popularity as pizza places try to satisfy changing tastes. You can
order your pizzas any way you like, but it is important to remember that there
are good pizzas and bad pizzas when it comes to your health. More vegetables
and sauce but less meat and cheese are the key to a healthy pizza. In our fastpaced society, pizza is an ideal food—a quick, readily available food that you can
eat with your fingers. But unlike other foods of this type, pizza can also be a
square meal and a healthy choice.
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OtsAsnas Ca, this one was tarkl4c, ~it not urnqu~cn.
nor ancntg the wont on the roster of U.S~ sir ttsshev.
Thete was the unusual &flnu of the btidge, ct olirseK and th~ £sa
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dOWb Flight 90. And on chat same afternoon, human na
ture—groping and fiaihng in mynedcs.of its own—rose to die occa
a [on
01 the Fo~tr acknowle4ed heroes orE the ewent, three arc ablt to
account for thdr behavior, Donald Usher and Eugene Windsor, ;i
pnk pellet helicopter tea t1.miskrd iheir lives evtry time rEq dipped
the skida into the water to pick up suryitort. On television, side by
side in bright blue jumpsuits, they described chdt courage as all in the
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in the mind,
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dir,~stet is die one known it first simply as “the man hi the water~”
(BaLdbi~~ probably in his fifties, an extravagant mustache,) He was
seen clb~in~ with 6ve oilier suryh’ors to die rail staiomi eS the air
plane. This m’ap wn daaibed by Ekhcr and Windsor n Rppc;ring
alert and. in control, Every time they lowered ~ hicbne and flocation
ring to hirn~ he passed iron. to another of the paasengera. “In a mass
casualty, you’ll find people like him,” said Windsor~ “Sut I’ve uevcr
seen one with that eumrnitmentJ’ When the helicopter eanie haek foe
him, the mart had gone undtr., His selHessncss was one season the
story IteM: national arcentiont his anonymity another. The fact that be
wntt unidentified invested him with a universal character. For a while
he was: Everyrnam, and thin prvcf (as if one needed it) thu no man
it ordinaly.
Still, he could iw~cr have imna&ncd such a capacity in hirnseli Only
minuteabefore his eharaitmer was tested, he was sitting inthe. ordinaq
plane among the ordinary passengers. dutihilly listening to the stew’
ajdcu telling him to fasten his seat belt: and saying something about
the 4no smoking si~jri-” So osirtuan reined with the others, som~oE
whom would owe their lives to hirn Perhaps hestarted to tead, or to
doie, one regret some hrsh rermnrk mailehi the of6tt that mottling.
Then suddenly he knew that the trip would not be ordinary. l.ike
every other pcflCIl on that $ght, he was desperate to Live, which
make~ his &tiiti act so scunnmg.
bro~,ght
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Wrifing Paraçaphs: Coherence

Glass

Score

(1)

in a unified paragraph each sentence develops the paragraph’s main idea. In order for the
paragraph to make sense to the reader, it must he coherent. In other words, the individual
sentences must he arranged in a logical wa\’ Sc) that each clearly’ i’elates to all the other
sentences,
Recipes, instructions, and directions are most easily understood when they are written in
chronological order. The steps in the process are listed as the~ are meant to he followed
in time. Events are also told in the order in which the~’ took place Notice for example, how
the italicized words in the following paragraph hell) you understand when the events took
place.
A few years ago a California man bought a new car that proved to be a lemon. The
tie rods were no good, the motor ground like a trash compactor, and the brakes simply
would not hold.Because of all these defects, the man took the car hack to the dealer where
he had bought it. Flours later he drove his car home—still unsatisfied. Next, he wrote to
the president of the automobile company. In return for his letter, he was offered sympathy.
He was still stuck with the lemon. Finally, he marched to the Department of Motor Vehicles
and paid £25 for a special auto license plate that read JUNK.

J

The italicized words in the example paragraph are transition words. These words and
phrases help the reader understand the relationship between one sentence and the next.
Other commonly used transitions include the following: for example, therefore,first, second,
on the other hand, also, furthermore, in conclusion.
Pronouns and repeated words or phrases can also help give a paragraph coherence. For
example, in the paragraph you just read, the writer makes good use of pronouns to keep the
writing smooth. Once the reader knows the paragraph is about a California man, there is no
longer any need to keep repeating “a California man.” instead, the writer refers to the man
as he” and “the frustrated man.” Likewise, the car becomes “a lemon,” “an automobile,” it,’
and ‘the auto.”

Exercise
On a separate sheet of paper, rewrite the following paragraph. Add transition words and
pronouns to help make the paragraph read smoothly. You may add other words or combine
the sentences.
Julie carefully read the instruction booklet on her new camera. Julie had bought the
camera on sale after saving her baby-sitting money. Julie bought a role of 24-exposure
color ifim. Julie pushed a tiny button at the bottom of the camera. The camera opened.
Julie removed one of the sprockets. Julie opened the box of film and threaded one end of
the film into the sprocket. Julie replaced the sprocket.Julie closed the back of the camera.
Julie advanced the film to number one. Julie aimed the camera at her sleeping collie. Julie
took her first picture.

R~W malenal copvr’gnie~ unee; noI,te apoear’na earlier In in’s work
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Proofreading arid Revision: Unity and Coherence in Paragraphs
Exercise
The following paragraph is developed with reasons. However, it needs to be improved. Cross
out any sentences that detract from the paragraphs unity. Use the space above the lines to
add transition words or to reword to improve the paragraphs coherence. Be sure to proofread
also for errors in spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

No doubt hiking is thrilling and challenging recreation. It can also be a dangerous
spoil. Hikers must carefully plan the outing. Tragedy may occur. One woman ignored
scientists’ warnings and thoughtlessh’ did not mark her return trail. She was a few miles
northeast of Mt. St. Helens when the volcano erupted. Not knowing which way to go in
the eye-tearing, throat-clenching ash. she walked directly toward the deadly volcano, with
no hope for escape. Mt. St. Helens is in Washington and erupted for the first time in 1980.
Unless hikers remain alert the fun will soon wear off when they become lost. Many hikers
have wandered off a trail when their attention drifted away from the hike. Some have even
fallen off unnoticed cliffs, drowned in rivers or rapids or stumbled into wild animals. Some
hikers seek only the thrills and forget to use caution and common sense. Lou Ambrosi
ended an extremely hot hike through the Peruvian rain forest near the Amazon River. He
had been warned about the piranhas in the river. He jumped in and swam until he had
cooled off. My friend Michael has a piranha. They are fish that will attack any animai,
including humans. Looking back now Lou admits, ii probably wasnt a very smarl thing
to do.” That is just what serious hikers should he—smart.
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SENTENCE FUIENCY

\Vonn CHOICE

5 PrecIse, vivid, natural tanguage paints • strong, clear,
and complete picture In the reader’s mind.
RI the wirier’s message is iiataoty clear and easy to
Inierrxel.

121
2

RI

Phrasrng is original—even mer-noratie--yet the language
is never overdone.
lively verbs lend the willing power.
Striking words cx phases linger in the writer’s mernoy,
often prcxrçhng crcoedions, reflective thoi4its or
insights

3 The Language communicates In a routine, wettable
manner; It gets the fob done.
[21 Most words are correct and adequate, even ii not striking.
2 A n~rxyable phrase here or there s&ikes a spark, leaving
RI
RI

0

the reader hungy ci rrne
Fa-ijliar words and plwases give the text an ‘old couch
kk~d o4 ted
Ane~pts at cdorlul language are jut of ptrr~se, even
when they ladi restraint ci ~tro4. Jargon may he nilily
armnoy~g. but ii does not icrçerle read~lity.
General meaning is clear, but the bush is ton broad to

convey subtleties

I

The i’gjtec struggles *4th a limited vocabulary—or uses
tanguaga thai simply do.-, not speak to the Intended
audience. Reader, ~41! tikely notice morn than on. ol
these problems:
F?] Vague words aid pNases (She was &ce...tt was
wyxiedui The new txxlgel had impecfl ~vey only the
nxrst general sods of messages.
121 Chciits or redundaM phrases erxnirage the reader to
skim, not linger.
O Words are used incure~y (‘The bus kr~e~ledinto the
hotel’)
RI tntlated or jargonistic taiguage maies the ext ponderous
arid uninviting
0 Ihe reader has trouble grasping he wiiWs ~itended
message

5 An easy fl-ow and sentence sense make this text a
delight to read aloud.
2 Sentences are well cralled, with a strong aid varied
structure that invites expressive oral reading.
2 Purposetut sentence beginnings show how each sentence
relates to and builds on the one betore,
El The writing has cadence as if the reader hews the heal in
his or her head.
El Sentences vary in both structure and lenglh, malcing the
reading pleasail and natural.
RI Fragments, it used, aid style.
3
El

El
RI
RI
El

Tb. text hums along with a steady beat.
Senlences are mostly grarn4natical and easy to read aloud.
given a little rehearsal.
Graceful, natural phrasing intermingles with more
mechanical structure.
More variation in length and slnicture would enhance
fluency.
Some prrposelul sentence beginnings aid the reader’s
interpretation of the ext.
Fragments may be present; not ~ add flair or punch.

I

A fair Interpretive oral reading oF this text takes practice.
Readers will likely notice morn than one of these problems:
2 trregular or unusual word pattems maie it hard to tell
where sentences begin and end.
El Ideas are hooked logether by numerous connectives
(end...bul...so then) to create one gangty, endless
sentence.’
0 Short, choppy sentences bump he reader though the text.
El Repetitive sentence patterns put the reader to sleep.
RI Transitions are either missing or so overdone hey become
disit acting.
2 The reader musl often pause and reread br meaning.
0 Fragments, ii used, seem &xidental; they do not work.

Co N VENT! OHS

5

The wilier shows excellent control over a wide range of
standard wilting conventions and uses them with accuracy
and (when appropriate) creativity to enhance meaning.
0 Errors are so lew and so minor that a reader can easily
overtook thorn unless searching for hem spedticatly.
RI The text appears dean, edited, and polished.
El Older wilters (grade Band up) create text of sulfidont
length and complexity to derrwinstrate control of
conventions ~propdate (ci age and experience.
El The ext is easy to mentally process; here is nothing to
distract cx confuse a reader.
El Only light ouch-ups wold be required to polish the text for
publication.

3 The writer shows reasonably control over the most
widely used wiling conventions, creating text that Is
adequately readable.
RI There are enough errors to distract an attentive reader;
however, errors do not seriously impair readability or
obscure meaning.
El It is easy enough loran experienced reader to get though
the text, bul lie wiling clearty needs polishing.
El TIre paper reads much like a second rough dralt—
readable, but lacking dose attention lo convenlions.
0 Moderate editing would be required to gel lhe ext ready
lox publication.
I The wilier demonstrates lImIted control even over
wIdely used conventions. Readers are lIkely to notice one
or mar. of these problems:
RI Errors are sulfidenily frequent andlor serious enough to be
distracting; it is hard lox the reader to locus on ideas,
organizalion, or voice.
El The reader may need to read once to decode, then again
to interpret and respond lo the text
El The paper reads like a rough first drah, scribbled hastily
without thought for conventions.
El Extensive editing would be required lo prepare the text (or
publication.

~dac4ed horn Creating Wrilers. Spandel. Jid Edition New York Addison.Wesley&ongmarr, 2000. Used with permission
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5 The witting Is clear, well-supported or developed,
and enhanced by the kind of detail Ihat keeps
readers reading.
El I lie writer selectively chooses just ihe right information to
mnke the paper understandable, enlighlening and
interesting—without begging down in irivia.
El Details work together to expand the main toØc or develop
a story, giving the whole piece a strong sense of fomis.
121 The writers knowledge. experience, insight or unique
perspective tends the writing a satisfying ring of
atiltienticity.
El The amount at detait is just right—not skimpy, not
overwlielniing.

3 The writer has made a solid begInning in defining a
loptc or mapping out a story tIne. It is easy to see where the
paper Is headed, though more expansion is needed to
complete the pidure.
El Generat, global iniormalion provides the big picture—and
makes the reader long for spedtics.
El Wett.tncused information blends with repetitive points,
tnvia or meanderings.
121 Tue writer draws on some personal expedenCe—biJt toO
nlten settles tot generalities or cliched thinking.
(21 Unneeded information may eat up space thai should have
gone to important detaits. Wbere’s the baice7

I Sketchy, toosely focused information forces the reader

to make inferences. Readers wilt likely notice more than

on! of these problem!:
El The main topic is slut unclear, out of focus—or not yet
known, even to tie writer.
El Missing. timited or unrelated details require the reader to
till in many blanks.
El lists at ixtiets’ may be substituted for true development
El Everything seems as important as everything else.

Adapter)’

‘Vol CE

ORGANIZATION

II)EA DEVELOPMENT

passion for the su*ct drive

5 The order, presentation, or Internal structure of the

5 The writer’s energy and

pIece is compeiitng and guides the reader purposefully

the writing, making the text lIvely, expressIve, and
engaging.
El The tone and flavor ci the piece lit the topic, purpose, and
auotence well.
El The writing bears the clear irrtyinl of this wilier
~v~ws a
El The wilIer seems to know NsA,cr aJ~enIr
, .nterests
strong ~oern or their htr matinal neeris
El Narrative text is open and honest.
El Expository or persuasive taxi is provoc~ive, lively, and
designed to hold a reaier~s allention

through the text
El The entire piece has a strong sense of direction and
balance. Main ideas or key points stand out clearly.
El An inviting tead draws the reactor in; a saiistying
conclusion ties up loose ends.
El Details seem to lit right where they are placed, malcing the
text easy to follow and undersiand.
El Transitions ace strong but nalural.
El Pacing feels natural and effective; the writer knows just
when to finger over details and when to get moving.
El Organization flows so smoothly the reader does not need
lo ihink about it.
The organizational structure allows the reader to move
through the text without undue confusion.
El Sequencing 01 main kleas seems reasonai~y ~çxc~rtale;
the reader rarely, it ever, feels lost.
El Transitions are usually ~esenl, but sometimes a little ton
obvious or ton structured.
El Structure may be so domnlnael or predictable that it iileralty
smothers the ideas and voice.
El Intoirnation is mostly presented in an orderly. ii not quite
compelling, fashion.

3

I Ideas, details, or events seem loosely strung together.
Readers vAIl likely notice man than one of these problems:
121 As yet, here is no dear sense at direction to carry the
reader from j~nt to point.
El No real lead sets up wtia4 follows.
El No real condusion wraps things up.
0 Missing or undear transitions torce the reader to male
El
El

giant leaps.
Sequencing feels more random than porposefut. leaving
the reader with a sensed beIng adriM.
The writing does not move purposefuity toward any main
message or turning jdnt.
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\sion.

3 The wrttn earns glottis and w4lllng to conwnonlc.fl
with the reader on a functIonal, if distant, level.
El The lone and havoc of the piece could be altered sligMy to
better Iii the lock, pu~pDse. or ax%ence.
El The wriler has not c~Ate torrxl his cx her vote, &d is
ex~imentkrg—and the resull is pleasant or frInging, if
ndun~e.
El The writer only occasionally spe&s right to the aidence
El The wilier eAten seems reluctant to ‘tel go.’ hdóog
inóvickiality. passion, and spornlan&y in ctredc
Nevertheless, voice p~s out an c~sion.
El The writer is ‘there’—then gone.
I The writer seem, definitely distanced from topIc,
sodlence, er both; ass result, th. text may lack Hfe, spirit,

or energy. Readers are likely to no&e one or more of thee..

El
El
El
El

The lone and flavor of the pioze a~

xcpl.ale or the

tcçAc, porpose, and/or an~ence.
The writer does rd stern to re~ out to the auckerice or
to anticipate their interests and ne~s.
Though it may ~injnicale on a functional level, the
wilting aires no risks and does not erig~e. ene~ze or
rove the re~or.
The writer does not çxo~ed personal enthusiasm Icr the
topic or mge it cane alive ton the re~er -

